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Co-editor Josh likes to live by the law of the playground: "Whoever smelt it, dealt it."
Thus we are somehow forced to answer your R&B questions this week even though

CREDITS

we thought our duties ended on Tuesday when we posted your queries. Thanks for

Los Angeles Editor

nothing, Josh.

Dakota Smith

1) Hollywood: First question and we've already failed. A reader wants to know
what's happening with the boarded up Shell gas station in Hollywood: Do you have
any information on what's happening at the southeast corner of Franklin and

Editors
Josh Williams
Marissa Gluck

Cahuenga in Hollywood? We haven't been able to turn up what's going on there

Contributing Editor

now, but we did learn through some careful Googling that "High School Honor Student

Eric Beteille

by Day. Hollywood Hooker by Night," Angel was picked up on that corner in the 1984

Publisher/GM

film of the same name. How's that for some movie trivia? UPDATE: We think the

Kyle Crafton

reader actually meant Hollywood and Cahuenga, not Franklin since there is no Shell

Head of Technology

station there. If that is what he meant, another reader answers: UPDATE 2 by JW:
Damn it Marissa! What co-editor Marissa meant to say was, yes there is a Shell
station at Franklin and Cahuenga that is fenced up. A helpful reader emails in: "The
station is Not closed, market is open. The City is replacing the sidewalk." Good to
know you can still get your Red Bull and cigarettes on that corner.
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2) Venice: Ooh - we actually have an answer to this one! "Do you know anything

Los Angeles

about the orange tile mural which seems to be an integral part of one of the new

Eater LA

modern cubes on Abbot Kinney?... Is it a joke that will soon be removed?" Nothing

San Francisco

inspires as much debate as the age-old question "what is Art?" (except maybe "When

Curbed SF

will we get that monorail?) While many of you despise the mural, there is one reader

Eater SF

willing to stand up and defend it with multisyllabic art-speak and double negatives.

New York

New York

"The lofts are the work of Frank Murphy - It's a very subjective issue, but it's an

Curbed NY

approach in contextualism and a dynamic juxtaposition of old (the folkish aesthetic of

Eater NY

the mural) with the new (the geometric, clean lines of the structure). In my opinion,

Racked NY

it creates a dialogue and probes deeper into conventional ideas of what housing

The Beach (seasonal)

should look like. Some say the design is polarizing - I don't think that's something we
should not want to aspire to. In the face of soulless tract homes, mimetic

CONTACT US

"contemporary" ultra-modern dwellings, Frank Murphy's work is trenchant,

Email Curbed LA

illuminating and progressive. Full disclosure - I've met him once and he's a very
Copyright © 2007 Curbed

nice guy."
3) Downtown: Thank god this was an easy one. "What the plans are for the million
dollar theater in downtown LA?" Aside from offering a perfect opening (hee!) for
another iteration of Goatse, it will also be...a theater. Shocking! The LA Cowboy
himself, Brady Westwater, writes in with his answer: "Just showed Million Dollar to
David Hiller of the LAT today on his tour of the Broadway theaters and renovation
work is almost done. Should be open for business in about 90 days, city
inspections and permitting allowing; person running it, Robert Voskanian,
used to manage the Stock Exchange. Next stage is building a lift to facilitate
More photos
in Curbed LA

loading so that the theater can be used for full fledged stage shows and musicals.
Working on several major festivals that will hopefully be using ALL of the
Broadway Theaters that will be using all of the Broadway theaters that will
be open by next summer - the Orpheum, the Tower, the Palace, the State,
the Million Dollar and the Los Angeles."
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4) Venice/Marina del Rey: Our reader with a thing for Ye Olde English asked about

Los Angeles

development on Lincoln Blvd. You gave us rumors and conjecture. Which in the

LAObserved

absence of empirical evidence, we are happy to post. The construction near Del taco:

blogging.la

"Condos." And "the Venice development by the Youth Hostel has the looks of a Best

LosAnjealous

Buy! Well it's super small and I doubt it, but still that's what it looks like." Thanks for

LAist

your completely unfounded architectural interpretation.
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5) Mid-city: We got nothing. Absolutely nothing. We have failed you. We will now
commit Seppuku.
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6) Los Angeles: Its unanimous. Despite our attempts to win you over with catpowered vehicular hilarity and nude octagenarians, you still hate us. We're boring.
You hate Pinkberry. And Tesco. Well we have news for you, mister. Don't nobody say
nothing bad 'bout my berry. Y'all should follow the advice of sambag in the
comments: "I think everyone complaining should give the eds some tips so
we don't have to read about Pinkberry ever again." Sambags right. We are
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merely your vessels.

Sha in LA

Send us more questions for next week, when Josh rubs the sleep out of his eyes and

AV Newbie

resumes his regular R&B duties.
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Reader Comments (20 extant)
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1.

festivals that will use all of the broadway theatres? can you say
AWESOME!

LA Independent
LA Weekly

By jgmj at June 28, 2007 4:20 PM

2.

West LA Online

The Jules Verne Adventure Film Festival is coming to the Broadway
theaters and the Shrine Auditorium in December. It's the largest film

Downtown News
Venice Paper
SM Daily Press
Hometown Pasadena

Hometown Pasadena

festival in Europe -- bigger than Cannes.
By MapGoulet at June 28, 2007 4:24 PM

3.

Big Media
Los Angeles Times

hey, there totally *is* a shell station at Franklin and Cahuenga and it

OC Register

*is* all boarded up. Right across from Solar De Cahuenga

Daily Breeze
Los Angeles Daily News

By maxwell at June 28, 2007 4:30 PM

4.

LA Business Journal
OC Business Journal

re:3

SFV Business Journal

correct, and there is no shell at hollywood and cahuenga... In fact there
is nothing there where one could buy cigs... wow...

Architecture & Urbanity
Architect's Newspaper

By pola at June 28, 2007 4:32 PM

5.

DnA
Apartment Therapy

# 3 and # 4. Correct, select again.

Daily Dose
By OneWag at June 28, 2007 4:33 PM
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6.

Haha I was going to say, there's a Shell station over there?

Archinect

Damn what are you guys smoking? :P

Tropolism
By Tristen at June 28, 2007 4:43 PM

7.

land+living

Inhabitat
BLDGBLOG

OK, instead of discussing Pinkberry let's discuss YogoTango on Fountain
and Highland. They have tomato flavored fro-yo (in addition to plain,

Real Estate & Planning

which tastes identical to Pinkberry's), and it's delicious! Who wudda

Discussion

thunk? Tomato fro-yo. Yummy!

The Planning Report
Planetizen
By Martin Prince at June 28, 2007 4:56 PM

8.

If sushi ike isn't on the corner, then I don't care what's there.
By Marissa at Curbed LA at June 28, 2007 5:04 PM
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2) Venice

SkyscraperCity Forums

Frank Murphy might be a very pleasant guy but that mural is eye

SkyscraperPage Forum

pokingly and vomit inducingly bad. It's the physical manifestation of

Matrix

gentrification in Venice; currently hip modern-ish "loft" architecture
crashing face first into undying Venice hippie culture.
By V at June 28, 2007 5:09 PM

10.

Marissa -- I keep trying to get into Sushi Ike (we call it Ike like
Eisenhower), but we always arrive just as the last seat is filled. That's
why we have made Hiroba (on Vine) our new home away from home.
But let me know a night when you're NOT going to Sushi Ike and maybe
we'll try to slip in in your place.
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By OneWag at June 28, 2007 5:21 PM
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11.

Downtown keeps getting more exciting!

ZIMAS
By Sodha at June 28, 2007 6:47 PM

12.

NavigateLA

OK, since you asked for suggestions, how about fun places besides

Culture and Celebrity

Pinkberry to see in L.A. for less than $10?

LA.Comfidential
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How about a "No Apparent Catch" section, where you post homes for sale

Flavorpill LA

/ rent that seem to be a straightforward spectacular deal? (People seem

Maphawk

to be tiring of my bubble rants.)

LA Taco

How about more editorializing from the Curbed staff? What do you think
about the state of the market? Aside from Pinkberry/Tesco, what else do
you recommend?

Mahamondo
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And way to keep the goatse theme running. Edgy is good.
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By John at June 28, 2007 6:56 PM

13.

# 7... another Pinkberry Poseur to discuss: the OrangeCream that is
opening on Sunset and Alvarado (if it does open).
By MarkSem at June 28, 2007 7:44 PM

14.

How about weekly updates of the Furama conversion in westchester. Or
more discussions on why Downey sucks.
By furama at June 28, 2007 8:31 PM

15.

MapGoulet Which theatres on Broadway is Jules Verne Adventure Film Festival
coming to? I only says they are using the Shrine on their official website.
It would be very cool to see a film festival occur along Broadway though!
By Anonymous at June 29, 2007 9:15 AM

16.

Just walked by the Shell station at Franklin & Cahuenga last night. All
the Shell signs and gas pumps have been removed. The market is not
open.
By Anonymous at June 29, 2007 10:27 AM

17.

The Lincoln BLVD Development in Venice/MDR by the Taco Bell is a small
shopping center called Shops at Del Rey.
By In Venice at June 29, 2007 11:50 AM

18.

hahahahhahaaa i love the play on goatse with that picture!!!!! :)
By D*aisy at June 29, 2007 12:04 PM

19.

I propose opening/renovating a theater so that giant Goatse hands look
like they're "pulling open" the stage area. It'd be awesome.
By Pete McFerrin at June 29, 2007 1:37 PM

20.

btw dtla ain't gonna happen :p
By D*aisy at July 2, 2007 9:20 AM
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